
BUSINESS AND TECHNOLOGY CONSULTING SERVICES

HOLISTIC CLOUD STRATEGY
A framework for decision

Cloud solutions are at the CORE of digital transformation.  A successful journey requires a holistic 
business approach where organisations ‘rethink’ business aspects beyond the cloud-based solution:

Key steps for a holistic cloud strategy

Identify your business 
drivers & objectives Adoption Assessment Design the Strategic 

Plan

VIP Apps Consulting differentiators

VIP Apps Consulting builds on more than a decade of successful 
experience delivering process improvements alongside enterprise 
IT solutions in several industries.  As a multidisciplinary team of 
business and application specialists, we work as business solution 
integrators.
Our Business and Technology Consulting Services simplify 
the adoption of a cloud-based solution, by proposing an 
implementation roadmap that aligns with your long and short-
term initiatives. 
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Gap and system lifecycle analysis Cloud solution design

Process standardisation, 
governance and compliance

Examine and map current 
workloads and business processes 
to determine infrastructure 
readiness

• TCO - Total Cost of Ownership
• ROI - Return on Investment
• Cloud business value

management and control
Organisation and people skills and 
capabilities framework for the operational 

environment

Speed and agile implementation Architectural requirements and 
technical priorities : incorporate 
cloud into your IT portfolio strategy 
and identify the IT improvements 
required to implement the cloud 
solution

Cost factors, operational vs. capital 
expenditure

organisational impact

Improve data quality and user 
experience of transactions and process 

optimisation

Enable new capabilities to meet 
market demands

Align and integrate business 
process, people roles and 
capabilities within the new 
solutionIntegration Strategy Business impact

 Supported by our unique AMOBI methodology, we assess your people  
 and current processes, developing the best organisational model for  
 your IT and Finance roles within the new application environment.   

Our methodology reduces complexity and enables a comprehensive  
approach, identifying the key pain points and opportunities for   

  


